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Computer party summary 

 

Computer Party Movie   

 

There should be test to vote and to run for office 

 

Towards a New True Democracy with the Computer Party 

Politicians owe money to campaign donors Robin Williams 

Democracy is dead because of stupidity and bigotry 

Trump and Hitler end democracy 

Voting does not matter to the owners of America -Carlin 

Save the planet end bigotry-- short 

Print money for the poor  Nobel Prize Nomination 

Save the Planet by Not Electing a Bigoted Psychopath full movie  

   Who will stop the evil ultra-rich reign 

 

https://youtu.be/y_5-JYtCF90
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Nu5GEBR0uw
https://youtu.be/GqBJQVk05oI
https://youtu.be/znnuqyyOOkc
https://youtu.be/rJyo0RlE31E
https://youtu.be/wr5uyaPtsd0
https://youtu.be/DNobAU0jYQU
https://youtu.be/MpTPM7Hmw68
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYgV4P3cpLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1T80WwytX3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G210y0qDzhQ
https://youtu.be/nxZLvUEok_g


Democracy - definition 
[dih-mok-ruh-see]  

1. government by the people; a form of government in which the 

supreme power is vested in the people and exercised directly by the 

people 

2. A state of society characterized by formal equality of rights and privileges. 

The common people of a community as distinguished from anyprivileged c

lass; the common people with respect to their politicalpower. 

 

Republic - definition 
[ri-puhb-lik]  

noun 

 

1. a state in which the supreme power rests in the body of citizensentitled to

 vote and is exercised by representatives chosen directly orindirectly by th

em. 

 

 



 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1T80WwytX3M


Let us to talk a little about democracy. First let me outline its origins.  

Democracy comes from a man named Democritus who lived in Greece, Athens. He 

had the idea that in the little society of Athens (3-400 people) everybody should take 

part in governing. The people of Athens went to the main square where they could 

negotiate the current issues and deal with them together. They would vote on the 

different issues, and this way, the majority would rule.  

It was an idea of total participation – everybody having a vote on all issues. Of course, 

once you get past a thousand people and you start getting into larger and larger 

quantities, the true democracy isn’t doable anymore. Back in the 18th and early 19th 

century, when America came up with the idea of democracy, trying to capture the idea 

given us by the Greeks, obviously there was no technology to gather all the people of 

America together to talk and vote.  

Since there was no way to get everybody to participate on every issue, they modified 

the idea of democracy to a type of what we call republic, where representatives would 

be hired. There are people whose job is to represent a group of people at the 

legislation. Unfortunately, this also doesn’t work well. Our history of the modified 

democracy in America is littered with the drug of money affecting the representatives.  

The politicians are corrupt, their minds twisted by their motivations.  

Still, they remain in power. Why? Because by now, America has degenerated to a 

point of a two party system where people vote based on their semi-religious beliefs 

about being a Republican or a Democrat. People vote on sympathy and not on issues. 

We have totally lost touch with the actual fact of democracy. 

Can we change this? Yes, we can. 

Today we have the ability to capture democracy. A full, absolute, clear way that 

restores the original idea of democracy. 

Let’s talk about a new, Computer Party! 

 



We take Paul I. Tician who lives in the state of Texas and who is going to run for an office in the 

name of the Computer Party. Now Paul, once elected, will put every issue he gets to vote on to the 

internet. He will spend all the money he gets on an internet page and a local television show – thus 

he will provide his people a possibility to exchange views. People will come on the television show, 

argue their points, and give everybody a chance to make their own minds. Then, when Paul gets 

from Washington the issues he has to vote on, he will give the decision over to his people. They will 

vote via World Wide Web, and this way they will tell Paul how to vote. Paul, the politician will finally 

represent the people.  

 

 



 



 

Technologically this is one hundred percent possible. 
A computer system like this could be created and protected already today! It 

could be implemented within the next couple of months. 
Somebody could run for office with the simple idea of how voting the way his 

people want him who. 
…yes, I understand that there are thousands of issues. At the beginning there 
might even be disasters because of the “chaos” this new system would cause. 

But soon enough it would start to work. 
Believe me, this is the future! It is hypocritical for us to stick to a modified, not 
well working democracy when we already have the means for a true one, where 

everybody gets a chance to express an idea and everybody gets a chance to 
vote on the issues. 

Why would it work well? Just think about it! With the new system, we would 
undeniably do the most important thing doable in politics: we would take 

money out of it. After the new system is implemented, lobby groups will not be 
able to bribe any politician. Nobody could tell Paul what to vote on because he 

has obligations towards his people. 
Now the biggest problem is that once the people themselves will be able to 

decide on the issues, we will realize that there are way too many stupid people. 

You ask me what we can do about it. Well, I think it’s obvious. We have to 

concentrate on education! Education is the key. 
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The United States is against the idea that the people 
should represent themselves. It is against the idea of 

the people having the vote on issues! 
America has never let the people vote on issues, 

because it doesn’t really believe that people have the 
intelligence to actually govern themselves and decide 
on issues. However, the leaders of the country have 
found a great method of hiding this outrageous fact: 
every four years they run a popularity contest, where 

the people can vote for somebody in a suit whom they 
find handsome and whose jingles they enjoy. 

Then this person can go into politics, where (instead of 
the people) he represents the interest of the Republican 
or the Democratic Party. We do not have a government 

for the people, by the people, of the people, but a 
government for the representatives, by the 
representatives, and of the representatives. 

Today, the Republican and the Democratic Party truly 
think that they know what is best so they tell the 

politician just how to vote. Why bother with letting the 
people decide about the issues? That would not be the 

American way, would it? 



 

  
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Is_it_News_Sales_or_Protecting_the_Ultra-Rich


 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBKbDGKxEgM


 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFf5NqM6uj4


We talked about the computer party – the one which is destined to be successful. Sooner or later, 

the computer party people are going to be elected, and they will bring true democracy with them. 

Now this can be scary to many (including me) because we know that people are generally stupid. 

Everywhere we look, we see prejudice and discrimination… in fact, they perpetuated in a worldwide 

apartheid. Can we do something about this? Can we change people? Of course we can! It’s in fact a 

lot easier than you think! 

 

Occupy Wall Street the Musical:    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ssH1Npo6Fc   

 

 We hang petty thieves and appoint the great thieves to public office.  
Aesop, Greek slave & fable author. 

 Those who are too smart to engage in politics are punished by being 

governed by those who are dumber.  
Plato, ancient Greek Philosopher. 

 Politicians are people who, when they see light at the end of the 
tunnel, go out and buy some more tunnel.  

John Quinton, American actor/writer. 
 Politics is the gentle art of getting votes from the poor and campaign 

funds from the rich, by promising to protect each from the other.  
Oscar Ameringer, "the Mark Twain of American Socialism." 

 I offered my opponents a deal: "if they stop telling lies about me, I will 
stop telling the truth about them".  

Adlai Stevenson, campaign speech, 1952. 
 A politician is a fellow who will lay down your life for his country.  

Texas Guinan. 19th century American businessman. 
 I have come to the conclusion that politics is too serious a matter to 

be left to the politicians. - Charles de Gaulle, French general & 

politician. 

 Instead of giving a politician the keys to the city, it might be better to 
change the locks. Doug Larson  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ssH1Npo6Fc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFf5NqM6uj4
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http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/DESIvsGoLIEth.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OgP0Ul_xko


 

-OR- 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLjaCALSpU0


 



 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWpLMAYlYwU
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ssH1Npo6Fc  occupy wall street desi 
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